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Shades and textures of grey and oak
create a sense of calm that is brought
to life with splashes of vivid colours,
luxurious textiles and remarkable South
African modern art. The oversized L-shape
couch invites unadulterated relaxation
– whether in solitude or company, with a
laptop perched on your knees concluding
the day’s business, deeply engrossed in
a good book or appreciating some onscreen entertainment. The room soothes
and calms the mind, offering peaceful
distraction from the buzz beyond its walls.

The ultimate

BACHELOR’S
PAD
APARTMENT STYLE
IS REDEFINED IS THIS
CONTEMPORARY VILLA
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LEFT: Contemporary, modern, uncluttered sophistication reveals
touches of magical, but not overpowering, detail. The loose box
natural oak bookcase is featured as the star of this stairwell. It hints
at the passion of the home owner and alludes to the story that is
told throughout the apartment, while inviting further exploration.

“I was briefed to create a warm
and luxurious contemporary
interior.” – the interior designer

LEFT: An infusion of stylish comfort
is an underlying theme that runs
through every room in this modern,
contemporary bachelor’s pad. The
naturally neutral palette and layered
textures cater for both physical and
spiritual comfort. This exclusive mood
is further reinforced by stylish, cosy
furnishings and a warm ambience.

C

omfortable and classy – that was the
brief for this new three-bedroom home.
Recently acquired from the estate,
the owner knew from the start exactly
what he wanted from the space: a
simple modern house with a mature aesthetic.
The owner handed the blank canvas over to the
interior designer for her to work her magic and turn
the shell into a haven.
Considering the owner’s personality and things he
enjoys most, the interior designer created an inviting
space that boasts discerning taste. The designer
says: “I was briefed to create a warm and luxurious
contemporary interior that created multiple spaces
within which the home owner, an avid reader, could
escape into the pages of his books. However he
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didn’t want to do so at the exclusion of the
well-being of others, so requested that we
easily establish shared spaces that encourage
companionship. The beautifully stylish yet
calm mood created was met with ecstatic
appreciation and approval.”
Commenting on his home, the owner
says he loves the furniture: “All my furniture
was custom-made for my house. I love all
of it and anyone who has been to my home
complements the pieces curated.”
The owner explains how he loves his
home: “I actually cannot explain the feeling
I get from my home and being in this space.
I love coming back home from being out,

RIGHT: Splashes of sunshine are brought into the living area via natural
textiles, glass and light. The different textures and patterns in the artworks
and lamp are appealing to the eye, and the layering of the greys, browns
and metallics exude a warmth that ignites the desire to linger in this space.
BELOW: Alive Art supplied all the exceptional art in this contemporary
apartment. Specialising in both local and international artwork, Alive Art
has a large selection and offers a personalised service where a consultant
can come to your home to advise on art curation and framing.
AUDI SNΫMAN INTERIOR DESIGN 083 271 1305
ALIVE ART 011 262 4406
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BELOW: The neutral palette and textured greys that run
throughout this contemporary bachelor pad reinforce the
overlying theme of comfort and calm. A deep olive throw
complements the sumptuous deluxe bed, complementing the
textures of burnished gold, bronze and greys. The furnishings
look and feel deliciously soft to the touch.
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ABOVE: The custom-designed, functional and
luxuriously simple dressing room is spacious and
allows ease of movement while getting ready to go
out. Its uncluttered contemporary décor offers an
environment that doesn’t distract from the task at
hand and camouflages ample storage space. Its
chest of drawers and server conceal deep, wide
spaces that can accommodate at least 100 pairs
of shoes. Tall wall mirrors allow the owner to reflect
on the full picture ensuring top-to-toe perfection
before stepping out.

because every part of this house has
a way of making me feel warm and
welcomed, wanting to linger longer.”
Definitely a space this bachelor can
retreat to after a busy work day, this
home shows exquisite style and captures
the owner’s lifestyle, making them the
perfect fit. Q

CONTACTS
ALIVE ART – art, mirrors, posters and framing
011 262 4406, heather@aliveart.co.za,
www.aliveart.co.za
AUDI SNŸMAN INTERIOR DESIGN – turnkey
interior design
083 271 1305, audi@audisnyman.co.za,
www.audisnyman.co.za
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